USS Delphyne 9811.09


Nicke_AGM:
<><><><><><><><><><><><RESUME MISSION<><><><><><><><><><><><

CO_Kemet:
:: On bridge :: FCO:  ETA?

CEOMadred:
::exits the turbolift onto the bridge and glances around at the crew, brifly wonders if he should have put on a uniform for the bridge ..... what the heck, he is off duty::

CEOMadred:
<briefly>

FCO_Wall:
::on bridge::

XO_Grant:
::on the bridge, in his chair::

FCO_Wall:
CO: ETA 15 min

CMORevvik:
::on bridge in Med chair::

OPS_Lynam:
::On bridge at  station::

EO_Lefler:
::getting ready to relinquish command of ME to Traidrer::

Sci_Psion:
::in quarters::

XO_Grant:
::queries computer about the shuttle and outpost attack looking for correllations::

CO_Kemet:
:: looks around at officers ::

FCO_Wall:
CO: correction 5 min sir

CEOMadred:
::glances at the engineering monitor on the bridge and sees that all is well, briefly wonders if he should order Lefler to stay behind and monitor Main Engineering ........ decides to let him have his fun::

CO_Kemet:
:: nods to the FCO ::

XO_Grant:
::Looks up at the FCO's confusion::

CPOYang:
::leaves tractor control heading back to Main Engineering after some simple adjustments to the emitters::

CO_Kemet:
:: wonders if the FCO needs vacation more than others ::

EO_Lefler:
::Looks over systems display one last time. Everything checks out::

FCO_Wall:
::thinks boy Im ready for Risa::

Sci_Psion:
::working on some personal projects::

Larte_J:
::stares at the teacher in her classroom ....... wonders why the questions are so ........ simple::

CMORevvik:
::looks over PADD of 'Things To Do On Risa'::

CEOMadred:
::stands with his hands resting on the railing overlooking the command area, notes a little hop in the FCO's demeanor::

CO_Kemet:
:: In a somber mood, begins reviewing duty personnel that will take over the next shift ::

XO_Grant:
::so far finds no correllations but sets up computer to search more esoteric possibilities ::


CPOTraidr:
::nods to Lefler in ME noting the slight grin on his face as he knows Lefler is anzious to get some time on Risa, briefly wishes he was going down, but realizes that someone has to stay to watch Main Engineering::

CO_Kemet:
:: wonders about the bad luck the delphyne has been having ::

XO_Grant:
::sends a query to Starfleet intelligence about orion syndicate activity::

CEOMadred:
::watches the viewscreen as Risa looms larger and larger on it::

Sci_Psion:
::tinkering away at some schematics::

XO_Grant:
::seals file under XO sec code::

OPS_Lynam:
::Watches Risa, Figures 'With our luck we'll probably crash into it."::

CMORevvik:
::looks at Risa::

FCO_Wall:
CO: appraoching Risa

EO_Lefler:
::Sees Traidrer:: TRDR: You have Engineering. Have fun (  : )   )

CO_Kemet:
FCO:  Standard orbit.

XO_Grant:
CO: I have done all the searching on our incidents that  I can onboard , I am waiting a response from Starfleet int probably won't get a response until we leave Risa

FCO_Wall:
CO: aye

CEOMadred:
::moves over to the science stations glancing over the shoulders of the Junior Officers their .... nothing of particular note going on in any of the Science departments ...... briefly wonders if the entire crew is planning on getting off Delphyne as quick as he is::

FCO_Wall:
::intiates standard orbit::

CPOTraidr:
::gives Lefler a slight grin:: EO: Enjoy yourself ...... bring me back a Horgon.  ::remebers his wife:: ......... never mind.

CO_Kemet:
XO:  fine.  Make sure everyone has fun.  I'll be in the RR :: stands and exits to the RR ::

CEOMadred:
::looks at the Captain with a frown::

EO_Lefler:
::Waves to Traidrer as he heads to Turbo lift::

XO_Grant:
CO: Acknowledged

CO_Kemet:
:: sits in RR, contemplating luck ::

FCO_Wall:
XO: in standard orbit, all is well

CEOMadred:
::glances at the XO wondering what he is gonna do::

OPS_Lynam:
::Goes to Ready Room Door and rings the doorbell::

CMORevvik:
::straightens uniform, looks at XO::

XO_Grant:
::Reviews the crewlist for R&R, signs off the recommended schedules by Dept heads::

XO_Grant:
FCO: Acknowledged

OPS_Lynam (Sound - Doorbell.wav):

CMORevvik:
::looks back at PADD. Searching.....::

CO_Kemet:
CEO: Enter

CEOMadred:
::figures ..... well if Grant is not gonna talk him ......... , moves to the ramp to towards the Captain's ready room::

XO_Grant:
OPS: open hailing Frequencies with Risa

CEOMadred:
::passes through the door as he takes his finger of the button and glances at the Captain:: CO: Sir?  Is this a bad time?

OPS_Lynam:
::Enters Ready room::  CO: Captain, have you got a minute?

EO_Lefler:
::in Turbo Lift:: Transporter Room 1

Nicke_AGM:
<RISA> Delphyne this is Risa..go ahead

CO_Kemet:
:: looks at Lynam and Madred :: OPS/CEO:  Okay, who's first?

CEOMadred:
::turns around as the Operations officer enters behind him::

XO_Grant:
COMM: Risa: Please standby as we beam down R&R personnel

CEOMadred:
::nods to Lynam:: CO: It was nothing ..... i will wait.  ::moves out of the RR::

Nicke_AGM:
<RISA>COMM: standing by and ready to greet your crew

CO_Kemet:
OPS:  Yes Mr. Lynam.

FCO_Wall:
::checks over FC panel, checks everythings secure::

EO_Lefler:
::Arrives at TR 1::

CEOMadred:
::stands outside the Ready Room door and notices the Delphyne's dedication plaque, moves over to it, dusting it off::

OPS_Lynam:
::Watches CEO leave::  CO:  I have been thinking...

XO_Grant:
SHIPWIDE:Personnel for R&R report to Transporter rooms to beam down in order by your supervisor's schedules

CO_Kemet:
:: waiting for LYnam ::

OPS_Lynam:
CO: The crew's morale is pretty low right now, and I don't know if a few days on the beach are going to cut it.

CEOMadred:
::wonders if the schedule he gave Lefler was clear enough::

FCO_Wall:
::puts FC in auto mode::

CMORevvik:
::stands up::

XO_Grant:
::signals to next duty officer to take conn, LT.Frump::

CPOTraidr:
::glances at the shcedule Lefler gave him and motions to a few petty officers who are on the first shift to head for TR as he hears the com::

CO_Kemet:
OPS:  I know.  But it may be all we can muster mister :: smiles ::

OPS_Lynam:
CO:  We have been taking casualties steadily for a couple of months now and we have had no oportunity to, oh how do I put this, get some payback.

CMORevvik:
::looks down at PADD wondering what to do...::

CO_Kemet:
OPS: I know.  I've felt the same way.  Battles with no enemy, but we have our orders.

Sci_Psion:
::keeps tinkering away::

XO_Grant:
<TR1chief>:*bridge*: We are swamped here , even security is shoving to get off this ship

OPS_Lynam:
CO: What I mean sir ir that we lost Telico at the Storm asteroids, and we may or may not have taken care of them.  We lost Jackson to some unknown raider and then we were ordered off the hunt.

CEOMadred:
::turns and glances at the view screen noting the ship is in standard orbit and glances around the bridge ...... absentmindedly  he tugs on the sleave of his civilian shirt ...... fits pretty snuggle on his biceps, and it has been awhile since he wore civvies .... has to stretch them out some::

XO_Grant:
*TR1chief*: acknowledged, tell them if they jump line they must wait unitil cows come home

FCO_Wall:
::gets up and walks over to Revvik::


CMORevvik:
::looks at Wall::


CO_Kemet:
OPS:  I know where you're going with this, but right now, you have orders.  I advise you to enjoy your leave, there may not be much of it in the future.  We'll talk again later.

XO_Grant:
::watches as regular bridge crew heads off to R&R:;

FCO_Wall:
Revvik: what are your plans?

XO_Grant:
::nods to LT.Frump, then enters TL::

CMORevvik:
Wall: I am not sure just yet.....I will know shortly.....and how about you?

CEOMadred:
::paces a bit outside the Captain's ready room::

OPS_Lynam:
::Stops talking and looks at the Captain.::  CO: Yes sir.

CEOMadred:
::sees how red his cheeks are in the reflection off a panel ..... almost like he was wearing blush .... he needs to calm down, to anxious for Risa::

CO_Kemet:
OPS:  We will talk again.  You have my word.

XO_Grant:
::takes TL to quarters to pick up Horgon, volleyball, and somewhat racy shorts::

CMORevvik:
::motions toward TL::

CEOMadred:
::begins to worry about Larte ...... first day in class, hopes she is doing okay and wonders if he should stay on the ship ...... just in case::

OPS_Lynam:
::Nods, turns and exits the Ready room::

FCO_Wall:
Revvik: well i was going talk to the Capt but it can wait he looks swamped ::looks over at Madred:: see

CMORevvik:
::looks at madred:: Wall: I see...

CO_Kemet:
:: wonders if OPS feels blown off.  Hopes he doesn't, but doesn't want to think of 'luck' right now ::

FCO_Wall:
Revvik: I'll just head down for now

CMORevvik:
Wall: we best be getting down to the planet ::motions to TL::

XO_Grant:
::Puts on suntan lotion::

OPS_Lynam:
::Heads to quarters::

FCO_Wall:
Revvik: wait

CEOMadred:
::sees OPS leave the RR and gives him a nod as he passes, moves to enter the Read room making sure his communicator is on his civvies::

CMORevvik:
::takes first step then stops::

EO_Lefler:
::Goes into crew head in corridor and changes into short and flower patterned shirt and sandals::

XO_Grant:
::heads to TR3, less crowded in the engineering decks::

FCO_Wall:
Revvik: never mind lets go

CMORevvik:
::continues toward TL::

CEOMadred:
::glances at the CO behind his desk and holds just inside the door:: CO: Is this a bad time?

FCO_Wall:
::enters TL::

XO_Grant:
::arrives in TR3::

CO_Kemet:
CEO:  What's on your mind?

CMORevvik:
::enters TL::

CO_Kemet:
:: feeling a bit impatient ::

EO_Lefler:
::emerges from crew head ready to go to the beach::

XO_Grant:
TR3chief: how are you doing?

CEOMadred:
::steps in to the RR and waits for the door to close behind him before speaking:: CO: What the hell are you doing?  ::gives a him a withering glare::

XO_Grant:
<TR3chief>: My bags are packed ,sir. Ready to go?

FCO_Wall:
Revvik: let me stop by my quarters first to get out of this uniform and into confortable civilian clothes, you know for Risa

CO_Kemet:
:: stands fast to face CEO :: CEO:  You're on dangerous ground here.  What are you talking about?

OPS_Lynam:
::Changes into casual wear , grabs his ditty bag, and heads for the transporter room::

CMORevvik:
Wall: ok. Meet me in TR3

CEOMadred:
::moves to the chair in front of the CO's desk and turns it around so he can straddle it sitting and gazing at the CO:: CO: You know as well as I do that you need this break just as much as the rest of us.  I am not your CMO ...... but if I need to I will get Revvik up here to relieve you.

XO_Grant:
<TR3chief>:Yes beam me down to main area, near the volleyball courts and water polo area

CEOMadred:
CO: Take a break Captain.

FCO_Wall:
Revvik: sounds good

CMORevvik:
::nods::

XO_Grant:
::takes place on pad near other eager crewpersons::

XO_Grant:
::notices that many are wearing funny hats::

CO_Kemet:
CEO:  I have duties to tend to, and Risa is not in the plan at present.

FCO_Wall:
TL: Deck 3

XO_Grant:
TR3chief:energize!


EO_Lefler:
::In Turbo Lift:: TR 3!

XO_Grant:
<TR3chief>: engages transporter controls, crew dematerializes

CEOMadred:
::gives the CO a level gaze knowing he will only listen if Madred speaks to him as he would expect a Klingon too:: CO:And they will still be here when you get back.  Now, Captain, you need this time off ........ you have been prowling the halls like a wounded Targ lately.

CEOMadred:
CO: If you are not going to do something about it, then I will.

XO_Grant:
::rematerializes near water polo area, is splashed upon by happy people::

CEOMadred:
CO: You are coming with me to the surface whether you like it or not.

OPS_Lynam:
::Goes to cargobay, sets coordinates and beams self down with cargo transporter:: (Hates standing in line)

Sci_Psion:
::puts work away::

FCO_Wall:
::reaches quarters::

CO_Kemet:
:: smiles... then laughs aloud :: CEO:  There is nothing for me there.  I appreciate it though.

CMORevvik:
::walks through halls and enters quarters on Deck 3::

EO_Lefler:
::enters TR3. Walks to Padd and gets on.:: TrChief3: ready when ever you are chief

CEOMadred:
::lightens up a little but does not stop glaring evenly at the CO:: CO: You would be surprised what is their for a Klingon warrior ........ I know this place ...... last time I was here .............

XO_Grant:
::Looks around for Risa Official Person in charge of Fun::

Sci_Psion:
::leaves quarters::

OPS_Lynam:
:;Joins rest of bridge crew::

Nicke_AGM:
<Risa official person> ::smiles at the new arrival:: Welcome to Risa...please enjoy your stay

EO_Lefler:
::Beams down to surface. Sees XO standing there looking at the "happy people" several female happy people::

CEOMadred:
CO: Well, lets just say they are ........... pleasing.

CMORevvik:
::sets PADD on desk and proceds to back room to change::

CEOMadred:
CO: And more than capable of handling a warrior ..... they specialize in those of us with "extreme" needs.

Sci_Psion:
::walks down corridor to turbo lift::

XO_Grant:
RISAofficial: Thank you, I am Ronrico Grant of the Delphyne and I was hoping to start up a volleyball game to work off tensions. Any suggestions?

CO_Kemet:
:: feeling like the only way CEO will leave is if he does as well, yelling :: CEO: FINE!  But watch your manor next time.  It's been a long time since I had a good scuffle :: smiles again at madred's Klingon manner, just can't help it ::

CEOMadred:
CO: I think even you would be surprised ....... ::stands:: CO: Shall we.

EO_Lefler:
XO: Hello sir.

Nicke_AGM:
<risa officieal> yes mr gran..go down to the beach there is a few games in progress already.......

XO_Grant:
Lefler: Hi, you want to play Volleyball?

CO_Kemet:
CEO:  Let's go :: follows the CEO ::

FCO_Wall:
::leaves quarters:: *Revvik*: im heading to TR3 now

EO_Lefler:
XO: Sure.

Sci_Psion:
::enters turbo lift::

OPS_Lynam:
ALL: Well, I've got a few things to do.  I'll catch up with you later.

EO_Lefler:
XO: Love it. Have a pretty good serve too

CEOMadred:
::leads out of the RR and into a turbolift watching Kem'et enter after him::

FCO_Wall:
::enter TL:

CMORevvik:
::fully dressed in Civilian clothes he hears the Comm:: *Bernie* on my way

XO_Grant:
RISaofficial: Thank you I will head there at once.

CEOMadred:
TL: Deck 3 ..... transporter room one.

CO_Kemet:
:: feeling very stiff and ill at ease ::

CEOMadred:
::listens as the TL starts to whir:: CO: You are going to go down to Risa in that?  ::glances at uniform::

CMORevvik:
::exits Quarters and heads for TL::

CO_Kemet:
:: thinks of Alyssa briefly,::

OPS_Lynam:
:;Heads for a hotel::

XO_Grant:
Lefler: sounds good , lets head to beach

EO_Lefler:
XO: Lead the way

CO_Kemet:
CEO:  Why not :: before finishing statement interrupts TL to stop at quarters ::

CMORevvik:
::enters TL ::   TL:  TR3

Nessa:
::exits guest quarters and heads down to the lounge::

CEOMadred:
::shakes his head at the Captain with a smile:: CO: We will figure something out........

XO_Grant:
::trots at leisurely pace towards beach, making sure sunglasses are dangling in proper cool method::

FCO_Wall:
::TL whines to a stop, exits, heads down the corridor to TR3::

CO_Kemet:
:: enters quarters and takes off uniform, putting on traditional klingon garb ::

CMORevvik:
::TL stops and opens with a swish::

CEOMadred:
::holds the TL for the CO::

Sci_Psion:
::exits turbolift and enters science lab::

CMORevvik:
::exits and heads down corridor::

FCO_Wall:
::reaches TR3 enters and waits for Revvik::

CO_Kemet:
:: exits quarters after quick change and heads back to the TL half hoping Jafo is gone.  he's there ... enters TL ::

EO_Lefler:
::Looks at the cute girls on beach. and sees volleyball net all set up::

CPOYang:
::arrives back in ME and gives a nod to Traidrer:: Traidrer: Gonna go check the power transfer relays on the bridge ...... ::passes by Traidrer barely stopping at all::

CMORevvik:
::walks around corner and sees TR#::

OPS_Lynam:
:: Gets a room, heads down to the beach::

XO_Grant:
:: passes by a podium, a group of semiclad dancers are dancing a suggestive dance::

CMORevvik:
::enters seeing Bernie standing::

CEOMadred:
::looks at the CO in "traditional Klingon garb:: CO: Oh boy ....... we are gonna have to get you a massage ::Enters TL after him::

FCO_Wall:
Revvik: ready?

CEOMadred:
TL: Resume to TR 1

CMORevvik:
Wall: yes I am

Nessa:
::enters the lounge and orders a drink::

XO_Grant:
::The dancers are improvising, and some seem familiar:;

FCO_Wall:
::steps on padd::

Nessa:
::still deciding on the beach or something else::

CMORevvik:
::steps on padd::

CEOMadred:
::the TL stops on deck 3 and the two step out making their way to the Transporter room ...... Madred notes that it is mostly cleared out as the last group beams down::

CO_Kemet:
:: hears the TL whir to a stop... exits ::

XO_Grant:
:: With a shock, sees that two of the dancers are security personnel from the Delphyne!::

CEOMadred:
::gives a nod to the TL operator::

CEOMadred:
::pratically ushers the CO onto the pad::

CEOMadred:
::steps onto pad next to Captain:: TR Operator: Energize ............

Sci_Psion:
::starts checking computer readouts::

EO_Lefler:
::Takes off shirt and leaves it on beach chair::

FCO_Wall:
TR: energize

CEOMadred:
::materializes next tot he CO on the planet::

XO_Grant:
::arrives atbeach::

CO_Kemet:
:: breathes deeply in the air ::

XO_Grant:
::notices that a volleygame is in progress::

FCO_Wall:
::materlizes and sees the Capt and Madred::

CMORevvik:
::materializes on the planet next to Wall::

CO_Kemet:
CEO:  Okay... go have fun, I'm going to sit in the lounge ::

EO_Lefler:
::Heads to Volleybal game behind Grant::

CMORevvik:
::takes deep breath of air::

CEOMadred:
::watches Kem'et breath deeply and stretches his long Terran frame:: CO: Yeah right ........ ::grabs him by the arm::

CEOMadred:
CO: You are coming with me .......... the place is called the mockbara ....... I think you know what that means.

OPS_Lynam:
::Relaxes in beach chair, shirt off, swin trunks on, sunglasses mirrored, beer in hand.::

XO_Grant:
::one side consists of 6 very tall red haired women, they are very good and are winning::

FCO_Wall:
::thinks i could live here, what air and the scenery::

Nessa:
::Moves over to a table near the entrance::

CMORevvik:
::wonders where the recreational activites are::

CEOMadred:
::shows Kem'et towards a quiter area of the complex they beamed into::

EO_Lefler:
XO: Alright. time to defend the ships pride. As soon as the rest of the guys get here. Delphyne vers

Nessa:
::notices the two Klingons pass by::

XO_Grant:
:: walks upto Red haired woman at sidelines, obviously the leader of that team::

CMORevvik:
::looks at PADD displaying rules for a variety of games::

CO_Kemet:
:: frowns on the CEO, pulls away :: CEO: This is really not necessary... I am here aren't I?

Sci_Psion:
::finishes up last of computations and sets some experiments::

EO_Lefler:
*SCI* Where are you buddy?

CO_Kemet:
:: notices what looks like a Klingon female sitting at a table ::

OPS_Lynam:
::Notices other crewmembers talking with tall women.  A volleyball game in the offing?::

FCO_Wall:
Revvik: dont you know there a better way of finding out instead of look at a boring PADD

CEOMadred:
::glances up at the CO:: CO: Yes, it is ........... this way.

XO_Grant:
REdhairedwoman: Your team is pretty good, I am putting a team together , can we play your team next?

CMORevvik:
Wall: if you have a better solution, please tell...

Sci_Psion:
*Lefler* I am still aboard the Delphyne.

CEOMadred:
::leads him towards the building the Klingon female is sitting in front of::

FCO_Wall:
Revvik: just ask one of these Risian women ::grins::

CO_Kemet:
:: grabs madred :: CEO:  Wait... is she a Klingon :: feels heart race a bit ::

EO_Lefler:
*SCI* Well let me know when you get off. We have a voleyball game to win

CMORevvik:
::just looks at him::

CEOMadred:
::waves a hand majestically at the building:: CO: Here we are ...... the Mockbara ....... ::looks at him with a grin:: CO: Of course she is Klingon.

Sci_Psion:
*Lefler* I will do so.

XO_Grant:
::before woman responds, Grant has to duck out of way as a wayward volleyball zooms out of bounds::

OPS_Lynam:
::Heads over to the group::

EO_Lefler:
*CEO* Chief. You up for a volleyball game?

FCO_Wall:
Revvik: ::notices his look:: come on lightned up

CEOMadred:
*EO*::irritatedly:: Not know Lefler ............

Sci_Psion:
::leaves science lab for a turbolift::

EO_Lefler:
*CEO* Our XO just challenged the local hot shots and we need to defend our honor

CO_Kemet:
:: continues on ::

XO_Grant:
::Notices as some more members of crew approach::

CEOMadred:
::ushers him up to the building and nods to the young female Klingon::  Neesa: Ma'am

CMORevvik:
::disposes of look and directs attention toward a field::

Nessa:
::looks up from where she is sitting::

CEOMadred:
::adjusts his civvies a bit::

Sci_Psion:
::enters turbolift::

Nessa:
::smiles:: hello

OPS_Lynam:
XO: Are these women giving you a hard time sir?

XO_Grant:
:: picks up errant volleyball  and hands to redhaired woman, grant smiles broadly and friendly::

CEOMadred:
::lets go of Kem'ets arm less she think he is abducting him::

CMORevvik:
::brings up map:: Wall: What do you want to do?

Nessa:
::smiles and wonders why he is holding his arm::

XO_Grant:
MR.Lynham: be quiet this diplomacy

Sci_Psion:
::exits turbolift and enters bridge::

CEOMadred:
::nudges the CO to say something::

CO_Kemet:
Nessa:  :: smiles :: Hello. :: not knowing what else to say ::

FCO_Wall:
Revvik: ok you lead I'll save a talk with a Risian women later ::grins::

CO_Kemet:
Nessa: May i sit with you?

Nessa:
::smiles:: ::Looks around:: certainly...would you like something to drink?

CEOMadred:
::grins as the CO tries to put the moves on her ...... is surprised that he "asked" to sit with her::

CO_Kemet:
Nessa:  Ah... yes... blood wine  :: noting that he hasn't had blood wine in years ::

Sci_Psion:
::goes to science station 1 and enters settings for internal sensors...concentrating on science lab::

CMORevvik:
::looks at wall:: Wall: I cannot take us anywhere unless I know where you would like to go...

XO_Grant:
Redhairedwoman: I believe this is your team 's ball. How about if we win you rub our backs after dinner and if you win we rub your backs after dinner. Either way we have dinner?

Nessa:
::smiles :: ::motions to a passing waiter:: Blood wine!! and step on it!

EO_Lefler:
::Who else can I try to get down here. Oh ya:: *FCO* You up for some Volley ball?

CEOMadred:
CO/Neesa: Well, I think I should leave you too alone .......... meant to pick up a trincket or two anyway ........ ::moves off looking longingly at the door to the brothel, wishes he did not have to get back to Larte::

CO_Kemet:
CEO :: looking over his shoulder :: Jafo, you're dismissed ;: growls a bit ::

CEOMadred:
::stans and grins at the CO:: CO: Aye sir ...........

FCO_Wall:
Revvik: so do you believe Jafo actually got the Capt to come down here ::here Comm::

CEOMadred:
::moves off::

Nessa:
::nods ::

FCO_Wall:
*EO* sure sounds good I have Revvik here also

CO_Kemet:
:: looks to Nessa :: Nessa:  You are half human aren't you?

Nicke_AGM:
<Waitperson> ::brings over the blood wine and sets it down

CEOMadred:
::heads back they way he and the CO came ...... back to the transporter::

Nessa:
::smiles:: yes yes i am 

CMORevvik:
Wall: I saw the Captain hear not to long ago with Jafo...

EO_Lefler:
*FCO* Bring him on down. Grant just challenged some large and beautifull women to a game. the winner gets a back rub

Nessa:
::looking seriuos:: does that bother you ?

Sci_Psion:
::leaves bridge::

OPS_Lynam:
::Finishes his beer and tosses the bottle in a nearby receptical::

CPOTraidr:
::drops a hyper spanner and hears it echo as it hits the deck back in ME ....... thinks, wow, no one is left up here::

XO_Grant:
<REDHAIREDWOMAN>: You are on , after we finish humiliating our current opponents, my name is Hilda

CO_Kemet:
:: smiles, not being able to help himself :: Nessa : yOu are beautiful :: then catches himself and takes a long drag of bloodwine ::

FCO_Wall:
Revvik: lets go play volleyball with the EO and the XO

EO_Lefler:
::Ok thats 5. Just need one more person or we can do with 5::

CEOMadred:
::walks along the path and sees some of the crew playing volleyball of in another area::

FCO_Wall:
*EO* understood

CEOMadred:
::enjoys the feel of the breeze flowing through his lightweight civvies::

CMORevvik:
::tilts head slightly to the side and nods.  looks at map and points:: Wall: this way

XO_Grant:
Hilda: I am Ronrico and this is my team :: points at motley assembly from delphyne::

Nessa:
::looks at the Capt for a moment not knowing what to say:: Thank you.....but if you are looking for  more of a Klingon women, there are a few inside who  im sure you will find to your liking

FCO_Wall:
::follows Revvik::

Sci_Psion:
::enters turbolift::

CO_Kemet:
:: Chokes :: nessa:  No, not what I meant.  It was just an observation.  :: smiles ::

Nessa:
::smiles:: 

CEOMadred:
::gets back to transporter coordinates and says with a sigh:: *Delphyne*: One to beam up ............

FCO_Wall:
Revvik: ::sees them up ahead:: Revvik: look there they are ::points direction::

Sci_Psion:
::exits turbolift and head towards quarters::

Nessa:
::looks at the Captain for a moment::

XO_Grant:
::Notices that Hilda laughs heartily at the expense of current opponents::

OPS_Lynam:
::Shakes hands with opponents then moves to the side tolet them finish::

CEOMadred:
::dematerializes on the planet::

CO_Kemet:
Nessa:  Would you like to take a walk with me?

CMORevvik:
::looks up:: Wall: yes......:: walks their way::

Nessa:
::smiles brightly::yes , yes I would........

XO_Grant:
::notices that it is 2nd game , and already the redhaired women are leading 12-3::

CEOMadred:
::materializes on the ship and steps off the pad with a nod to the TR operator::

Sci_Psion:
::enters quarters and dresses in more casual attire::

CO_Kemet:
:: smiles, offers hand to Nessa and starts to walk ::

Nessa:
::takes hand and begins to walk::

FCO_Wall:
EO/XO ::walks up to were the EO and XO are:: hi guys

CO_Kemet:
Nessa: So tell me about yourself please.

Nessa:
Capt: so where would you like to walk to? There are some beutiful gardens ..

OPS_Lynam:
XO: Good stakes on that bet Cmdr.  We're gonna get creamed. (smile)

CEOMadred:
::moves through the emptry corridors of the ship and briefly wonders if their are enough security personnel on the ship ...... hopes nothing happens::

Sci_Psion:
::leaves quarters for transporter room...knowing full well how his human crewmates will probably coerce him to go down::

CO_Kemet:
Nessa:  I would love to see them.

Nessa:
Capt: not much to tell..... really..........::points in the direction of the gardens:: this way

Sci_Psion:
::enters transporter room::

FCO_Wall:
EO: maybe Jafo will like to join us?

EO_Lefler:
FCO: He had to get back to Larte

CO_Kemet:
Nessa:  what brings you to Risa?

CEOMadred:
::passes through another intersection without seeing anyone::

EO_Lefler:
But I am still counting on Psion

XO_Grant:
MR.Lynham: wait until 2nd game before you bring in Ens. Yuts and bruts, they were on Academy team that  beat the Australians

FCO_Wall:
EO: ah thats right

Nessa:
Capt: long story......::smiles::

Sci_Psion:
::scans for Lefler and co., sets coordinates, and stands on tr pad::

Nessa:
Capt: so tell me about yourself...

Sci_Psion:
Transporter Chief: Energize

CEOMadred:
::gets to the classroom just as Larte is stepping out and smiles at her ...... knows that one smile from her is worth missing what is happenning on Risa::

CO_Kemet:
Nessa:  Not much to tell.  I'm here with my crew for vacation.  We've had some tough times.

Sci_Psion:
::appears next to Lefler::

OPS_Lynam:
XO:  So was I sir, these girls are better than the Australians. (Grins) ::Signals for another beer::

XO_Grant:
::takes a tropical drink from tray of passing waitress, winks at her::

Nessa:
::Notices his brow furrow, but doesnt pry::

EO_Lefler:
Sci: You showed

Larte_J:
::steps out of the classroom running her hand along the wall on the corridor and spots Madred standing further down waiting for her, she gives him a broad grin and runs to him::

EO_Lefler:
XO: we have a full team ready to go and your tow boys ready for the second game

CMORevvik:
::looks at the rules on the PADD briefly before the game starts::

Sci_Psion:
Lefler: If i were any more telepathic I would say you were about to forcibly transport me down here.

Nessa:
::approaches the gardens::

XO_Grant:
MR.Lynham: Remember Yuts is setup man, Bruts is best spiker

CEOMadred:
::as she runs towards him, he bends and scoops her up into his arms:: Larte: How was your first day at school?

FCO_Wall:
::walks up next the XO, takes drink from waitress on the way::

CEOMadred:
::stretching his long Terran frame, Madred lifts her up above his head as she giggles::

CEOMadred:
::brings her back down into his arms::

EO_Lefler:
Waitress: I'll have a Pina Colada

CO_Kemet:
:: enjoys the scenery and the company in some silence ::

XO_Grant:
Wall: hi, ready to play?

FCO_Wall:
XO: yes

Larte_J:
::huffs and puffs as she tries to breath from all her giggling:: Jafo:: School was ......... boring.

Nessa:
::looks around as they enter the garden, its so peaceful::

Sci_Psion:
Lefler: So what have I missed so far?

XO_Grant:
::notices that Amazons win 2nd game 15-6::

CO_Kemet:
Nessa:  What do you like the most of this place :: wondering if he is ruining the silence ::

EO_Lefler:
V-Ball TEAM: ok. everyone hudle. Ok on 3 DELPHYNE!!!

CEOMadred:
::grins at her:: Larte: Well perhaps we should go get a bite to eat and see if we can find something fun to do on the holodeck..........

FCO_Wall:
::huddles::

CMORevvik:
Wall: hudle?

Nessa:
::turns to look at the Capt: the gardens ::Smiles:: they are so peaceful....and quiet....

EO_Lefler:
SCI: Not much. XO bet those women we could win. If they win we rub their backs after dinner. If we win they rub ours

Sci_Psion:
Revvik: It is meant to designate a gathering of the minds.

CMORevvik:
Psion: thank you.....

Larte_J:
::nods as he sets her down and takes her hand::

XO_Grant:
::3rd game begins, the other team tries hard and even scores first::

CMORevvik:
:: listens in... not quite sure of how huddling is done::

CO_Kemet:
:: nods to Nessa, enjoying the company as they walk around the garden ::

Sci_Psion:
Revvik: Two Vulcans...do you really think the other team has a chance?

OPS_Lynam:
:: hands Psion a beer::

FCO_Wall:
::listens::

XO_Grant:
::the rally is short lived, the redhaired women quickly score 5 in response::

Sci_Psion:
::drinks beer in one gulp::

CMORevvik:
Psion: not likely...

EO_Lefler:
::Ready to play. Who knew the XO was this smooth::

OPS_Lynam:
::Looks suprised::

Sci_Psion:
Lynam: That was interesting.  Weak. But interesting.

CEOMadred:
::grins down at Larte as the two enter a turbolift and it begins to descend towards the holodecks::

CMORevvik:
::watches as he bolts the drink::

XO_Grant:
::Smiles back at a green haired girl in water that winked in his direction::

Nessa:
::takes in the atmosphere and the new aquaintanc::

XO_Grant:
:: the redhaired women quikly lead 10-4::

CO_Kemet:
:: enjoys the warmth of Nessa's hand in his ::

FCO_Wall:
Revvik: cmon have the spirit w'ell win ::laughs::

XO_Grant:
:: Minutes later, the redhaired women, win 15-6::

OPS_Lynam:
ALL: O.K. lets play some ball.

XO_Grant:
<HILDA>: GRANT: Ready to start ?

CMORevvik:
::loosens neck up and tosses PADD aside::

EO_Lefler:
ALL: Lets go boyz

XO_Grant:
HILDA: we were born ready

Sci_Psion:
::moves to the playing field::

Nessa:
::watches the capt for a moment wondering::

XO_Grant:
:: previous opponents move off in search of hottubs::

CO_Kemet:
:: looks at Nessa, sees that she is thinking :: NEssa: What is it?

XO_Grant:
TEAM: Lets play Volleyball!

CEOMadred:
::thinks how lucky he is and holds Larte a little closer::

CMORevvik:
::moves onto the field ::

OPS_Lynam:
::Takes position on the field and smiles.  happy for the first time in quite a while.::

Nessa:
::embarressed:: ::Smiles:: nothing...really, :

XO_Grant:
::enters the field, takes off shoes as is appropriate for beach volleyball::

FCO_Wall:
TEAM ::cheers for the Delphyne::

CO_Kemet:
:: likes her smile ::

CMORevvik:
::ready to use Vulcan strength::

CEOMadred:
::hopes the CO is having fun::

XO_Grant:
::Notices that Hilda trades place with one of her team:;

Nicke_AGM:
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